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Introduction

Value is ... who we are.

At QualityCabinets we understand value.
With over 40 years of experience, we create value by offering affordable options with durability that stands the test of time. It’s designing and building an attractive kitchen at an approachable cost. It’s attention to detail and pride in a solid reputation. Value is what we build. How we work. And who we are.

Uncommon Value. Woodstar® Series.
The Woodstar® Series is our most economical line, very much worthy of the QualityCabinets name. We don’t compromise our values to offer an affordable product. No shortcuts. Solid construction. Stylish options.
WoodStar® Series

DERBY

Wood Type: Birch
Overlay: Partial
Center Panel: Recessed Veneer
Drawer Front: Solid

Doors Shown in Twilight
When paired with a sleek twilight finish, Derby’s modern style is a perfect contemporary choice at a great price point.
HARBORVIEW

Wood Type: Birch
Overlay: Partial
Center Panel: Raised Veneer
Drawer Front: Solid

Doors Shown in Clove
WoodStar® Series

KITTERY

Wood Type: Birch
Overlay: Full
Center Panel: Recessed Veneer
Drawer Front: Solid

Doors Shown in Cotton

KITTERY BIRCH IN COTTON
KITTERY BIRCH IN COTTON
WoodStar® Series

MADDIE™

Door Type: Laminate
Overlay: Partial
Center Panel: Recessed Laminate
Drawer Front: Laminated MDF slab drawer front

Doors Shown in White Laminate
SEACREST

Wood Type: Birch
Overlay: Partial
Center Panel: Recessed Veneer
Drawer Front: Solid

Doors Shown in Mirage
Door Styles & Finishes

The Woodstar® Series can quickly take a room from traditional to modern, and from transitional to classic. Dark or light. Stain or paint. Raised or recessed. Our cabinet options can change the look and feel of any room. Simply changing the cabinets can instantly update a space without having to completely renovate the entire room.

Birch

- **Derby**
  - Clove
  - Cotton
  - Mirage
  - Twilight

- **Harborview**
  - Clove
  - Cotton
  - Mirage
  - Twilight

- **Kittery**
  - Clove
  - Cotton
  - Twilight

- **Seacrest**
  - Clove
  - Mirage
  - Twilight

Laminate

- **Maddie™**
  - White

Uncommon. Value.
**Woodstar® Series: Standard Construction**

**Wall Cabinets**

1. Finished look (3/8” thick end panels)
2. Easy-clean laminate interiors (natural woodgrain laminate interiors)
3. Easy access (1 1/2” front frames with a true 3” center stile on double door cabinets)
4. Robust integrated back design (3/8” thick back panel grooved to receive the top and bottom, ensuring alignment with the end panels and back panel)
5. Durable hang rails (fortified 3/8” thick engineered wood hang rails positioned for easy installation on back side of cabinet)
6. Surpasses KMCA specifications (top and bottom panels are secured with wood-to-wood glue and staples through the back panel; hot melt with an additional security bead along face frame is used to attach top and bottom; 3/8” thick engineered wood)
7. CARB 11 compliant engineered wood

**Base Cabinets**

1. Constructed for daily use (3/8” thick end panels attached with wood-to-wood glue and staples)
2. Moisture resistant (natural woodgrain laminate interiors)
3. Strong and sturdy frames (1 1/2” wide front, 3/4” thick, solid wood)
4. Reinforced components (1/4” thick engineered wood back extends all the way to the floor for added strength to reinforce back corners of the cabinet)
5. Base Hangrails are 1/4” thick Engineered Wood full-length across top secured with staples
6. 3/8” thick engineered wood I-beams
7. 1/2” thick engineered wood drawers feature natural woodgrain laminate interiors
8. 3/4 extension, self-aligning white drawer guides are side-mounted and hold up to 75 lbs.
9. Solid hold under-shelf support (locking shelf clips hold shelf securely; cabinets 33” and wider have support cleats as shown)
10. Strong shelves (1/2” thick engineered wood; natural woodgrain in color; require no shelf paper)
QualityCabinets™: Website

Useful. Easy. And built for you.

- Sharp image clarity
- Easy navigation
- Refreshing look and feel
- Latest product offerings
- Searchable
- Functional planning tools

Learn more about planning and visit the Idea Gallery at www.QualityCabinets.com

QualityCabinets™ Woodstar® Series offers a 3-Year Limited Warranty from the date of purchase. Warranty details are available from your dealer or at www.QualityCabinets.com.